
20 days    $7,995

Welcome to the top of the world. Fly to Quito, the capital of Ecuador and the highest 
capital city in the world (9,350ft above sea level). Meet your Travel Manager then head 
to your hotel for dinner and a good night’s rest.

The middle of the world. Explore the old city of Quito with its beautiful plazas 
and Spanish architecture. Following lunch, drive to “The middle of the world”. The 
geographic center of the Earth is located a short 30 min drive from Quito. Guides will 
demonstrate strange phenomenon that occur at the equator.

Indigenous markets and volcanic lakes. Head north to Otavalo, visiting one of the 
largest indigenous markets in South America. The Otavalo Indians are known for their 
woven products, rugs, shigras (woven bags) and hand carved wooden products. Later 
see Tsui-cocha (The Lake of the Gods), located in the crater of an ancient volcano. Visit 
the artisan town of Cotacachi, famous for its leather products, and learn to cook Pizza 
at a local restaurant.

Soaking in hot springs at 10,000 feet. Travel to the thermal baths of Papallactan. Spend 
the afternoon soaking in the warm waters and enjoying the scenery of the high Andes.

Down, down, down to the Amazon rain forest. Descend into the Amazon rain forest 
where the temperature changes from the cool of the Andes to the steamy heat of the 
Amazon jungle. Your home for the next few nights is an Amazonian refuge located on 
the shore of Ecuador’s Napo River.

Where are you going?
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GalápAgos,
Ecuador& Peru 

GET UP-CLOSE AND PERSONAL WITH THE INCREDIBLE DISPLAY OF 
WILDLIFE FOUND ONLY ON THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS. HIKE AN 
ACTIVE VOLCANO, GO DEEP INTO THE CLOUD FOREST, AND MEET 
INDIGENOUS PEOPLE IN THE AMAZON RAINFOREST. TAKE A SCENIC 
TRAIN RIDE THROUGH THE SACRED VALLEY OF THE INCAS TO 
REACH THE MYSTICAL MACHU PICCHU! 
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PROGRAM 
HIGHLIGHTS
•	Stand with one foot in the 

northern and one foot in 
the southern hemisphere at 
the middle of the earth.

•	Quito—the highest capital 
city on earth.

•	Volcanic hot springs at over 
10,000 ft.

•	Indigenous cultures in the 
Amazon rain forest

•	Cotopaxi—the most 
beautiful of all the 
volcanoes

•	Darwin’s Galapagos Islands
•	Snorkel with sea lions
•	Meet the indigenous 

people of Lake Titicaca
•	Climb the Andes by train to 

Machu Picchu 



The Amazon! Choose from a variety of activities today. You 
may decide to travel like a local up river to the primary rain 
forest. There your guide will explain how the Amazonian 
Indians use plants for food, shelter and medicine. Or visit 
AmaZoonico, a shelter for injured and abused animals. 
Their mission is to rehabilitate animals that have been found 
or	confiscated	and	set	them	free.	Later	you	could	decide	to	
float	down	the	river	on	an	inner	tube.	If	you	are	interested	in	
butterflies	you	may	decide	to	visit	a	butterfly	farm	where	20	
species	of	butterflies	are	bred.	Perhaps	you’ll	decide	to	visit	
a local indigenous tribe where they demonstrate the many 
uses for the Yucca plant and demonstrate blowguns.

Ascending the Andes. Head back up the Andes to Patate, 
for a night in a traditional Hacienda. On the way, visit Baños, 
known as “the door to the Amazon jungle”, located at the 
foot of the Tungurahua volcano. Also, visit the Pailon Del 
Diablo waterfall.

Cotopaxi, the sleeping giant. Explore Cotopaxi National 
Park in the middle of the Avenue of the Volcanoes. Later, 
visit	 a	 flower	 farm	 to	 learn	 about	 one	 of	 Ecuador’s	 most	
valuable industries.

On to Darwin’s Galapagos Islands.	Hop	an	early	flight	 to	
the Galapagos Islands. Upon arrival in Baltra, visit Primicias 
Ranch which is known for the giant tortoise that migrates to 
this area in search of food, shade and water.

Flamingos, turtles and sharks! Oh, my! Speedboat to 
Isabela Island, the biggest island of Galapagos. Tour the bay 
and the Tintoreras, a group of small islands just off the coast 
of Puerto Villamil. Encounter sea lions, penguins, countless 
fish,	and	observe	sharks	in	a	small	channel.	Visit	a	flamingo	
lagoon and a turtle breeding center on the island.

Volcanoes, lava lizards and haciendas. Enjoy a tour of the 
Sierra Negra volcano. Lunch at Hacienda Campo Duro, 
where we will learn about farming in the Galapagos, the 
history of the people and taste some of the local fruit. 
See the “Muro de Las Lagrimas” (Wall of Tears), built by 
prisoners of a penal colony.

Marine iguanas, sea lions and giant tortoise. Travel to 
Puerto Ayora by Speedboat. Visit Tortuga Bay; where marine 
iguanas, pelicans and sea lions occur in abundance. A short 
walk through a forest of Opuntia cactus leads to the ocean 
where you can swim with a host of native marine species, 
including & most memorably, sea lions. Visit the Charles 
Darwin Research Station to learn about the evolution of 
the islands, observe giant tortoise and learn about natural 
processes of adaptation & evolution.

Farewell Galapagos, hello Peru! Fly to Lima, Peru and 
head straight to the city’s historic center, a UNESCO World 
Heritage	Site.	See	the	finely	carved	choir	stalls	and	decor	of	
Santo Domingo Monastery, the oldest monastery in Lima. 
See the oldest university in South America, San Marcos 
University. Enjoy a Peruvian welcome dinner and a good 
night’s sleep.

Lima to Cuzco. Catch	a	flight	to	Cuzco,	high	in	the	Peruvian	
Andes. This city offers an array of remarkable Incan 
architecture, including the Sun Temple, the Fortress of 
Sacsayhuaman and the Amphitheater of Kenko. Visit Puca 
Pucara, a strategically located ‘red fortress’ that dominates 
the area. We’ll see the ancient aqueducts of Tambomachay 
which, incredibly, still provide clean water to this area. 

The Sacred Valley of the Incas. Travel to the Pisaq Market 
in the Sacred Valley. Long ago, this market is where people 
from remote communities bartered their products. Today, 
Pisaq has evolved to one of South America’s most famous 
markets for crafts, delicious traditional foods and souvenirs. 
This afternoon, visit the fortress of Ollantaytambo, the 
Fortress of the Sun and the Terrace of the Ten Niches.

The Train to Machu Picchu. The train from the Sacred 
Valley to Machu Picchu delivers one of the most famous and 
spectacularly scenic rides on earth. Emerge from tunnels 
to beautiful agricultural terraces and the ruins of highland 
cities long abandoned. A verdant and breathtaking world of 
natural wonder unfolds around each bend.

The Amazing Machu Picchu. This day’s mystery, beauty, 
adventure	and	discovery	define	the	term	“bucketlist.”	We’ll	
take a small coach up the steep roads to the entrance of the 
Citadel. As we climb, we’ll begin to comprehend why these 
Incan ruins remained undiscovered by the Spaniards for 
centuries. Expert guides will help us fathom the uniqueness 
of this location, while illuminating the genius that went into 
its construction, making it one of the “seven new wonders 
of the world.” 

Cuzco to Puno. After last night’s late arrival in Cuzco by 
train, today begins at a casual pace. We’ll enjoy some 
precious free time to relax, do a little shopping, maybe 
journal about our adventures and discoveries (so far). Later, 
we’ll	head	to	the	Cuzco	airport	for	a	flight	to	Juliaca/Puno,	
in the southern part of Peru, on the shores of Lake Titicaca.

The Beauty of Lake Titicaca. Board a boat for an excursion 
on	 the	 famed	Lake	Titicaca.	 	Begin	by	visiting	 the	floating	
reed Islands of the Uros Indians who live in communities 
totally interwoven with the ‘totora’ reed. Next, visit Taquile, 
“the weavers’ island.” Across the centuries, this indigenous 
community has conserved many customs of the old lake 
population, such as a communitarian life where everything 
is shared. You’ll see men knitting woolen caps and women 
weaving the clothing attributed to their traditional way of 
life.

Adios Ecuador, Galapagos & Peru. Wake this morning to 
the captivating beauty of the Andes and make way to the 
airport for your journey home to the U.S.
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GalÁpagos, Ecuador &  Peru
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